
POETS PLAYWRIGHTS EDITORS ESSAYISTS AND NOVELISTS

PEN International is a worldwide association of writers, founded in London in to promote PEN originally stood for "Poets,
Essayists, Novelists", but now stands for "Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists, Novelists", and includes writers of.

PEN America is committed to amplifying lesser heard voices through initiatives such as the Prison Writing
Program , which provides incarcerated writers with mentorship, awards, and connections to new audiences on
the outside; DREAMing Out Loud for young aspiring writers who struggle with the realities of their
undocumented status and with other obstacles; the Emerging Voices Fellowship that provides new writers
isolated from the literary establishment with the tools, skills, and knowledge they need to launch a
professional writing career; and Worker Writers Workshops that cultivate the writing skills of domestic
workers, taxi drivers, street vendors, and others. Still need help? PEN declares for a free press and opposes
arbitrary censorship in time of peace. The current president is Jennifer Clement. Public Programming :
Throughout the year, PEN America offers a range of public programs in New York, Los Angeles, and across
the country on topics at the intersection of literature and free expression. Artists At Risk Connection , an
international hub of more than organizations working to protect artistic freedom around the world by
improving access to resources for artists at risk, raising awareness of the threats, and enhancing connections
among supporters of artistic freedom. PEN America welcomes and celebrates emerging writers whose voices
are adding to the literary experience. We hold tax-exempt status. Celebrated writers serve as Literary Hosts for
the events. Established in [7] in response to increasing attempts to silence voices of dissent by imprisoning
writers, the Writers in Prison Committee monitors the cases of as many as writers annually who have been
imprisoned , tortured , threatened, attacked, made to disappear, and killed for the peaceful practice of their
profession. Recent honorees have included Stephen King, J. PEN stands for the principle of unhampered
transmission of thought within each nation and between all nations, and members pledge themselves to oppose
any form of suppression of freedom of expression in the country and community to which they belong, as well
as throughout the world wherever this is possible. The intent, in the wake of World War I, was to foster
international literary fellowship among writers that would transcend national and ethnic divides. It believes
that the necessary advance of the world towards a more highly organised political and economic order renders
a free criticism of governments, administrations and institutions imperative. Many others from the literary
professions are Members of PEN America, including publishers, editors, translators, screenwriters, and agents,
along with important allies among dedicated readers, human rights advocates, civil society activists, and many
more who share our dedication to protecting and celebrating free expression. It publishes a bi-annual Case List
[8] documenting free expression violations against writers around the world. Press Freedom Incentive Fund :
Open to PEN America communities across the country, the Fund supports Members and their allies to
mobilize their communities around press freedom, creating new constituencies to promote and protect a free
press and information access as foundations for civic engagement and a healthy democracy. Online
Harassment Field Manual and workshops to equip writers, journalists, and all those active online with
practical tools and tactics to defend against hateful speech and trolling. In all circumstances, and particularly
in time of war, works of art, the patrimony of humanity at large, should be left untouched by national or
political passion. Rowling, and the student activists against gun violence.


